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Dear Doctor:
I received this article from dear friend, longtime Masters Circle member and frequent contributor Dr. Myles Starkman of Miami,
Florida. Dr. Myles is an avid reader of Roy H. Williams, “The Wizard of Ads,” the author of this blogpost, slightly edited by me,
entitled “Identity, Purpose and Adventure.”
“People will direct their attention to whatever gives them a sense of identity, purpose and adventure. You must always
remember this when crafting advertising.
The fans of a sports team are the members of a club. Their team gives them identity, purpose and adventure. Political parties,
too, give their members identity, purpose and adventure. Religious organizations, book clubs and Twitter feeds give their
followers identity, purpose and adventure. A grandmother adores her grandchildren because they give her identity... purpose...
and adventure.
Do you know what a rock collector gets from his rock collection? Identity, purpose and adventure.
Each of us -- every one of us -- is on a treasure hunt. The differences between us are found primarily in the things we value.
When a person doesn't value what we value, we think a little less of them. They are obviously shallow, stupid, deceptive or evil.
Abraham Maslow believed a third of our society lives below the search for identity or above it. Those who live below the search
are focused primarily on securing food, shelter and safety. This is their economic reality. Those who live above the search have
a clear sense of identity and they know their purposes precisely. This is their emotional reality. Their adventures depend on
nothing outside themselves.
Those who live below or above the search for identity are effectively immune to advertising. The first group can't afford what
you're selling and the second group doesn't care. These people are rarely prospective customers.
Fortunately for businesses everywhere, two thirds of us buy what we buy to remind ourselves -- and tell the world around us -who we are. These two thirds of society are the backbone of the economy. We have needs that have not been met, hungers that
have not been satisfied, dreams that have not been fulfilled.
Businesses exist to meet those needs, satisfy those hungers and fulfill those dreams. We make and spend money primarily to
discover who we are. This would be sad if it wasn't so much fun.”
Williams’ sardonic and colorful style illustrates one of the most important keys to effective communication – we must tap into the
values hierarchy of the customer we wish to attract and please. It is only through understanding their sense of identity, purpose
and adventure that we can meet and surpass those standards.
Keep that in mind when you approach your next patient or client – by recognizing and matching those needs and wants, you
position yourself to effectively serve these people, so they can help you express your identity, live your purpose and love your
adventure.
Dennis Perman DC,
for The Masters Circle
PS - “How It’s Done” rocked London with cutting edge brain-based wellness office procedures – see for yourself in Chicago or
NJ, as Drs. Barwell, Porter, and Hoffman share their secrets on brain stress and practice success. For info or to register, call
800-451-4514, or go to www.themasterscircle.com.

